Wish to Study In New Zealand? Here’s All You Need
To Know About New Zealand Student Visa?
New Zealand, a land of lush valleys, picturesque beaches, pristine lakes, magnificent snow
capped peaks, astounding caves, and active volcanoes – all contribute to its spectacular
scenic beauty. It is a magical place with some of the most welcoming locals you will ever
meet. From white sands to the clear water, palm trees to the beautiful waterfalls, the
country offers some of the best world-class experience. In short, it is a bunch of raging
emotions that shifts your perception of magic and joy.
Lying in the south-west Pacific, New Zealand sits in temperate latitudes and is about 2,000
kilometres east of Australia across the Tasman Sea and 1,000 kilometres south of the Pacific
island areas of Tonga, New Caledonia, and Fiji. It has two main landmasses – the North and
the South Island and around 600 smaller islands and has a total land area of 268,000 square
kilometres with population of almost 5 million people. The neighbouring countries of New
Zealand include American Samoa (United States), Australia, Fiji, French Polynesia (France),
Kiribati, Samoa, and Tonga. Most of the country lies to the coast which means mild
temperatures, moderate rainfall, and abundant sunshine. The north of the New Zealand is
subtropical, whereas the south is temperate.
New Zealand has been known with the names of “Paradise of the Pacific” and “God’s own
country” since the early 1800s and was the last significant land mass and habitable place in
the world to be discovered. The history of this beautiful island dates back to nearly 700
years when it was discovered by Polynesians who developed a unique Maori culture which
focused on kinship links and adapted to a cool, temperate environment. As a result of the
wars of New Zealand and imposition of European economic and legal system, most of the
Maori land passed to Pakeha ownership. New Zealand became an independent dominion in
1907 pursuing an independent foreign policy after the World War I, while its defence was
still controlled by Britain. New Zealand became much more multi-cultural after a broad
range of ethnic groups started to settle here in 1980s and now the diversity of New
Zealand’s population has greatly increased.
New Zealand, now, a developed country ranks highly in quality of life, education, health,
economic freedom, and protection of civil liberties. It has emerged as a top destination for
studying abroad. With internationally accredited qualifications, excellent quality of life,
outstanding education system, ample of research opportunities, the country has much more
to offer. It bases its degrees as well as other education programmes on the British system
which is the world’s most recognized and accredited education system. Also, the country
provides great research opportunities to students including access to latest technology and
equipments, highly experienced faculty, and well-equipped laboratories. International
students can even work up to 20 hours a week during their semesters and full-time during
breaks to support themselves while they study and get experience.

In addition to 550 Private Training Establishments (PTEs), New Zealand has five types of
government-owned tertiary institutions which include polytechnics, universities, specialist
colleges, colleges of education, and wānanga. It has only eight universities that are
government-owned and research based and all of them are in the top 3% in the QS World
Rankings. Teachers of New Zealand are ranked as the fourth most professional in the world.

Study Visa New Zealand Requirements
New Zealand is ranked as world’s second most peaceful country with world-class education
and exceptional learning opportunities. Due to its exclusive facilities and low cost of living, it
is becoming one of the most favourable destinations for international students to study. If
you are too planning to go to New Zealand to study, then you need a student visa which
allows you to study for full-time in New Zealand for a limited period of time. Study visa New
Zealand requirements include 1. An offer letter from an educational institution ratified by the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority.
2. Evidence of sufficient funds to pay your tuition fee and to live on while you are
studying.
3. A written guarantee that suitable accommodation in New Zealand is available to you,
if you are under 18.
4. A passport and valid passport size photos.
5. Your New Zealand study visa application fee.
6. A copy of your return air ticket to your country, or a proof that you have sufficient
funds to buy one.
7. A proof, that you have sufficient funds to cover your living expenses throughout the
period of your stay in New Zealand. You need to show $15,000 for a full year study.
8. Also, you might be asked to provide a police certificate, medical certificate and chest
X-Ray.
9. Health insurance receipt
10. Degrees, transcripts or diploma certificates from schools you attended.
11. Scores from IELTS/PTE/TOEFL/GMAT/GRE tests that your college requires.
Our team at Davesar Consultants assists thousands of aspiring students choose their career
path by helping them with all the steps from screening their application, reviewing their
profile to posting it to the university.

Study Visa New Zealand With IELTS
IELTS is one of the most taken English language tests across the world for international
study, migration, and work which tests a candidate’s proficiency in English. However, from

the beginning of the year 2014, New Zealand started allowing students to get a study visa
for New Zealand without IELTS. But, the country became strict after students who did not
have good English language skills started coming to it. Presently, IELTS with 5.5 is the
minimum overall band score required to get a New Zealand study visa.
Using certified IELTS trainers and teachers in Amritsar, our Davesar institute provides English
and IELTS coaching offering you all the appropriate study material to clear your IELTS exam.
We even help you register for IELTS without any hassle, so that there is no stone left
unturned to help you gain your study visa for New Zealand with IELTS.

Study Visa New Zealand Procedure
To gain your New Zealand study visa after IELTS, you have to apply at least 8 weeks before
you intend to go to New Zealand by using a printed form or online. We, at Davesar
Consultants provide you some steps that you need to undergo to begin your student visa
New Zealand process –
1. Apply for a course in a New Zealand college or university.
2. After receiving an offer letter from the college/university, you need to undergo a
medical examination by one of the doctors approved by the Immigration New
Zealand.
3. Gather your Police Clearance Certificate.
4. Visa Lodgement
5. Pay your 1st year tuition fees.
6. Fund Transfer Scheme.
7. Visa outcome.

Study Visa New Zealand Cost
You can apply for your New Zealand study visa from India online 120 days before the
commencement of your course using the New Zealand immigration website. Your New
Zealand study visa fee will depend on the type of submission you make –

Type of Submission

Application Cost

Receiving Centre Fee

By Post
Online

INR 14,300
INR 13,033

INR 1,038
INR 690

Study Visa New Zealand Processing Time
Your New Zealand study visa processing time depends on how complex your application is.
The average processing time to issue a New Zealand study visa is 25 days.

Study Visa New Zealand After Refusal
Every country has a right to either reject a candidate’s visa or grant them. There can be
many reasons for your New Zealand study visa refusal which include –
1. Inappropriate/missing/fake documents.
2. Inadequate language skills.
3. Lack of proof that you will come back to India after the successful completion of your
course.
4. Misconduct at the time of the interview.
5. Failure to explain the reason for selecting a particular course.
6. Failure to deliver satisfactory answers at the time of the interview.
7. Inadequate funds.
However, refusal does not mean that you cannot re-apply for the New Zealand study visa
again. There’s always a second chance!

Study Visa New Zealand Re-Apply
You can re-apply for New Zealand study visa again after a refusal. However, before applying,
you have to address the reasons why you were declined the visa in the first time.
Your New Zealand study visa process and refusal also depends upon which study visa New
Zealand immigration consultants you choose. It is always better to choose the services of
the immigration consultancy which has years of experience in dealing with the New Zealand
study visas.
We, at Davesar Consultants provide personalized consultancy to students planning to study
abroad. We have been delivering quality and professional services to students for the
betterment of their career since 20 years. Sending more than thousand students to reputed
foreign colleges and universities every year, we have become one of the leading study visa
consultants in Amritsar, Ludhiana (Punjab). Our team is wholly dedicated and committed to
provide clients with the fastest possible service and guidance by helping them to find
numerous options and opportune times at international level.
Looking for best New Zealand study visa consultants in Amritsar? Contact us!

